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Dear deadCenter,

 

Thank you for giving TrendUp the opportunity to work alongside your incredible team in

making moves toward bringing deadCenter to college students. We are proud to work with

an organization focused on providing an inspiring, innovative outlook on the importance of

film. Our team looks forward to helping curate a strategic campaign that effectively lines up

with the goals and mission of deadCenter.

 

TrendUp aims to increase exposure of deadCenter among college students and in turn,

increase their attendance at deadCenter Film Festival 2020. Our goal is to help college

students view deadCenter as an unforgettable experience that is 

 

Again, we would like to thank you for this opportunity to work with deadCenter. It is an

honor to play a role in the development of deadCenter’s marketing and future success. 

 

Sincerely, 

TrendUp Media Group

More Than Film. 

Message from TrendUp
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Executive Summary

DeadCenter Film Festival has had tremendous success since its establishment in 2001. In its

nineteenth year, deadCenter had 35,000 attendees and made a local economic impact of $5.5

million. While attendees come from various age groups and economic backgrounds, the majority

consists of middle class men and women ages 25 and older. DeadCenter has established strong

relationships with this demographic, but it is missing a key audience: college students, ages 18-23. 

 

Many young adults have never attended deadCenter Film Festival due to their lack of awareness

and resulting disinterest in film festivals. TrendUp believes deadCenter can change the perception

that college students currently have pertaining to film festivals. If college students had a better

understanding of what film festivals offer, specifically deadCenter, attendance from this age group

would greatly increase.
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Meet TrendUp

Katy Terry
Account Executive

Kansas City, KS

Sweet Home Alabama

Taylor Wiewel
Research Director

Edmond, OK

Creep

McCall Chatham
Production Director

Keller, TX

Remember the Titans

Kennedy Jones
Creative/Media Director

Houston, TX

Step Brothers

Gaby Fish
Creative/Media Director

Houston, TX

Spiderman

Chelsea Buczek
Production/Creative

Tulsa, OK

The Maltese Falcon
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Statements

PROBLEM  STATEMENT

College students, ages 18-23, perceive deadCenter

Film Festival as an event exclusively for avid film

lovers and industry professionals. College students 

are unaware of what film festivals offer beyond 

screen showings. This is because they do not 

believe film festivals relate to their age group or

personal interests.

MISSION  STATEMENT

TrendUp’s mission is to establish deadCenter Film

Festival 2020 as an unforgettable experience for

college students, ages 18-23, that is about more than

just film. When targeted effectively, college students

will become aware of the exciting screenings, speakers,

celebrities, technology and events they can enjoy at

deadCenter 2020. Increased interest and attendance

by college students will greatly improve overall festival

attendance numbers.

Statements
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SXSW
Sundance Red Earth

Time, Location
and Other

Commitments

Niche 
Audience

Lack of
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Direct Competitors Indirect Competitors

                  Film Festival spans over 11 days and is

located in Salt Lake City, Utah. It is one of the

largest film festivals in the U.S. and seeks to

“discover, support and inspire independent film,

media and theatre artists from the United States

and around the world,” (Sundance Film Festival,

2019). Sundance caters to college students by

offering a student discount and focusing on the film

industry worldwide.

           is a nine day conference and festival in March

located in Austin, Texas. It celebrates “the

convergence of the interactive, film, and music

industries,” (Jodi D., M. H., C., A., P., J., & Fargo.,

2019). This festival is known for its creativity,

innovation and diversity of films shown. Various

festival elements such as film, comedy and music

set this conference and festival apart from its

competitors.

                  Native American Art and Performances

Festival is located at the Chesapeake Energy Center

in Oklahoma City, OK. This event occurs during the

same weekend as deadCenter Film Festival. Red

Earth celebrates Native American traditions through

education, festivals and museums (Red Earth, 2019).

Sundance

SXSW

Red Earth

                                                                          Due to

the timing of the film festival occurring annually in

June, college students are less likely to be in the area.

Most students live in another place, have an

internship or job, or are on vacation.

                                College students are unaware of

the social events and experiences that constitute

deadCenter Film Festival. They believe the festival is

only comprised of film screenings and keynote

speakers. Additionally, college students are not

knowledgeable of short film concepts because they

believe film screenings consist of watching long

movies that they may or may not enjoy. This leads to

increased disinterest and disengagement. The lack of

exposure about deadCenter Film Festival in college

students’ local communities has had a large effect on

festival attendance. 

                             College students also perceive film

festivals as experiences solely for industry

professionals and film lovers.

Timing, Location and Other Commitments:

Lack of Exposure:

Niche Audience:
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Survey Research 
TrendUp conducted a survey among college students, ages 18-23.

The survey was conducted through SurveyMonkey, an online

survey tool to help professionals successfully launch their

businesses. The goal of this research survey was to gather a

general consensus of how film festivals are perceived by college

students who attend universities in Oklahoma. 

 
80.7%

 
19.3%

 
90.5%

 
9.5%

 
55%

 
45%

of college students

had never attended a film

festival

80.68% 90.46%

of college students

had never heard of

deadCenter

of college students

agree they would likely
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54.99%
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Research

Number of students who preferred a

specific movie genre

Survey
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Research 
Focus Group 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

TrendUp sought to further college students’ understanding and opinions of film festivals through secondary research. Our methodology to

collect insights for deadCenter was a focus group of 10 students at Oklahoma State University from a variety of majors and backgrounds.

These 10 students met on campus for one hour and were asked several open-ended questions.

 

The participants of our focus group revealed both positive and negative opinions toward deadCenter Film Festival. Some participants

described deadCenter as an opportunity to experience new things and interact with individuals who are passionate about debuting pieces of

creative media. They supported the fact that deadCenter’s primary focus did not revolve around making money. The majority of participants

agreed that they would attend deadCenter Film Festival 2020 if they had a group of friends to go with. They saw deadCenter Film Festival as

a way to see more artistic and exclusive movies.

 

Unfortunately, most participants perceived film festivals as events exclusively for individuals invested in the film industry. They identified film

festivals as one-sided, outdated and uninteresting events that appeal to older audiences. They were disinterested in attending a film festival

due to their lack of awareness about the benefits of the experience.

 

Overall, all 10 college students who participated in our focus group agreed that they would be more interested in attending deadCenter Film

Festival 2020 if they had a better understanding of what the event entailed. This research lead us to emphasize the importance of deadCenter

heavily engaging with college students through social media, student ambassador programs and events on their campus. 

 

In order to effectively engage with college students, deadCenter’s priority should be to maintain consistency throughout all social media

platforms. College students love the branding deadCenter has adopted in recent years, but they are unimpressed by the lack of consistency

throughout its social media accounts. College students value the credibility of brands on social media. Our focus group participants were

surprised to find such credible sponsors and celebrities associated with deadCenter not being advertised on social media. If deadCenter’s goal

is to increase exposure and gain the attention of college students, it is imperative to maintain consistency and advertise the benefits that the

target audience will care about. Doing this will better deadCenter’s image and credibility as a nonprofit while conveying the benefits of

attendance. 8



Located in Downtown Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, which is a central location within the city

as well as Midwest of the United States. 

Sponsors are well-known companies and organizations recognized by college students. 

The experience provides many activities college students perceive as fun, beneficial

experiences such as themed parties, volunteer opportunities, networking, film education,

exclusive access to film content and local credibility. 

One of the top 20 coolest and largest film festivals in the world. There are a large number of

attendees, and deadCenter also makes over a $5 million economic impact.
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S

DeadCenter Film Festival 2020 coincides with summer break for college students, which

makes it more difficult for students who live out of state to attend.

The financial investment of attending deadCenter Film Festival could cause potential

conflicts with students’ budgeting.

College students do not currently see deadCenter as an all-inclusive experience that offers

opportunities other than film. 

College students perceive deadCenter Film Festival as an event for a niche audience: film

industry professionals, filmmakers and film lovers over the age of 25.
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S
DeadCenter is supported by many recognizable organizations and businesses in Oklahoma City. Promoting sponsors across social

media platforms will likely lead to cross-promotion of deadCenter in return. These promotions will increase awareness and

broaden deadCenter’s audiences. 

DeadCenter has an opportunity to take advantage of its existing activities to effectively target college students: 

 

DeadCenter’s parties include fun themes, great food, music and drinks, and social engagement and networking

opportunities. These aspects appeal to college students’ interests and add to the overall festival experience, showing       

 the event has more to offer than the film itself.

 

College students would pay for a deadCenter Film Festival pass for the chance to potentially meet a celebrity guest.        

 The chance to interact with a celebrity at the film industry excites college students. 

 

Virtual reality demonstrations provide students a unique opportunity to interact with new technology. This experience is not

available to students on a regular basis, adding to the exclusivity of deadCenter.

 

The downtown Oklahoma City area is busy with activities, restaurants and shopping. College students are always looking for

new restaurants, bars and places to hang out. Attending deadCenter allows students to spend time together in this exciting

city.  

 

College students enjoy looking at social media pages with a cohesive theme and an aesthetically pleasing design. TrendUp’s

focus group research revealed DeadCenter’s current branding to be lively and aesthetically appealing to college students.
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Parties

Celebrity Interaction

Virtual Reality Demonstrations

Location in downtown Oklahoma City area

Aesthetics of theme and design



DeadCenter Film Festival’s largest threats to reaching the target audience are direct and

indirect competitors. Students interested in attending its direct competitors (SXSW,

Sundance and Red Earth Festival) are not as likely to also attend deadCenter Film Festival

because of financial and scheduling availability. The current stigma of deadCenter is another

factor that threatens the organization's success. These direct competitors often overshadow

deadCenter because they have gotten more exposure and credibility over the years. This

threat has ultimately led to slim opportunity for college students to make an investment in

deadCenter Film Festival 2020. 

Additionally, indirect competitors pose a significant threat to deadCenter. Universities’

summer breaks create travel difficulties and interference with students’ jobs, internships and

vacation plans. Students with busy summers are less likely to travel back to the OKC area

for the festival when they do not view the event as interesting or relatable. 

College students’ lack of exposure to deadCenter has created a limited understanding of the

unique experiences and reasons to invest in deadCenter Film Festival.T
h
re
a
ts

T
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Target Audience
Our target audience is college students ages

18-23 who attend universities in Oklahoma

and throughout the Midwest region of the

United States.
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Campaign Goals
 

Strategy 1: Campus Brand Ambassadors (Pages 19-23) 

Strategy 2: Social Media Advertising (Page 25)

Strategy 3: Promotional Materials (Page 39-56)

 

 

 

Strategy 1: Student Discounts (Page 28)

Strategy 2: Social Media Videos & Content (Page 26)

Strategy 3: Social Media Giveaway (Page 28)

Strategy 4: Sponsor Cross Promotion (Page 27)

 

 

 

Strategy 1: Coming to a U Near You (Pages 21-22)

Strategy 2: Social Media Videos & Content (Page 26)

Strategy 3: Celebrity & Student Ambassador Social Media Takeover (Page 26)

Strategy 4: Sponsor Highlights (Page 27)

To increase awareness of deadCenter Film Festival among college students, ages 18-23.

To increase attendance of college students, ages 18-23, at deadCenter Film

Festival 2020.

To establish deadCenter Film Festival as an unforgettable experience that is

#MoreThanFilm for college students, ages 18-23.
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Campaign Evaluation

15

TrendUp will conduct a survey during deadCenter Film Festival 2020 asking attendees how they heard

about deadCenter, their experiences at the event and specific questions regarding marketing efforts.

The survey will be accessible through a QR code presented to attendees during deadCenter Film

Festival 2020. 

Measurement of increased awareness will be collected through analytical data of followers and

engagement on social media platforms. 

We will measure increased attendance of college students through ticket sales and demographic

information collected at checkout. 

TrendUp will utilize its awareness survey conducted during deadCenter Film Festival 2020 to measure

college students’ opinions of their experience at the festival. 

Social media analytics programs will be employed to gather information and testimonials regarding

college students’ experiences at deadCenter: shares, likes, engagement, tags, mentions and hashtags.

 

 

 

 

 

 

To increase awareness of deadCenter Film Festival among college students, ages 18-23.

To increase attendance of college students, ages 18-23, at deadCenter Film

Festival 2020.

To establish deadCenter Film Festival as an unforgettable experience that is

#MoreThanFilm for college students, ages 18-23.



#MoreThanFilm
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Our survey and focus group research revealed

deadCenter’s current branding to be effective

and appealing to college students. The bright

brand colors, icons and logos are eye-catching

and engaging when consistently used.

Branding
The current design elements deadCenter uses

maintains the interest of its audience.

DeadCenter’s current eye logo is unique, trendy and

relatable to many college students’ and their interests. 
17



GOTHAM

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

1234567890

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

1234567890

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

1234567890

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

1234567890

Branding

DeadCenter’s current font is easy to 

read by audiences of all ages.

Research shows that college students

found deadCenter’s current brand

colors to be aesthetically pleasing

with eye-catching vibrance.
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Campus Brand Ambassadors

19



DeadCenter’s Campus Brand Ambassador Program will show that deadCenter Film Festival 2020 is 

 College students never want to miss an opportunity to make memories with friends during this special chapter of life. Our

goal is to expose curious, spontaneous college-aged individuals to the uniquely thrilling experience of deadCenter Film

Festival 2020. Campus Brand Ambassadors will be advocates, leaders, investors and brand champions on their campuses.

To change college students’ perception of deadCenter, our team proposes three key tactics. These tactics, when executed

effectively, will create significant brand awareness for deadCenter Film Festival 2020. As a result, these three key tactics

will generate an increase in ticket sales and help to establish deadCenter Film Festival as an unforgettable experience. 

DeadCenter will recruit college students interested in film, music, arts, creative media, video/film production, journalism and other related

majors to become Campus Brand Ambassadors and advocates for the brand.

This will be accomplished through deadCenter’s employees sending emails to university professors and students to bring awareness of the

upcoming program.

After initial exposure, deadCenter employees will travel to the following universities to make short presentations to educate interested

students in the targeted majors:

Oklahoma State University, University of Oklahoma, University of Tulsa, Oklahoma Baptist University, Oklahoma City University, Rogers

State University and Oral Roberts University.  

Tactic One:

20

Tactic Two: 
Use Campus Brand Ambassadors to reach broader college demographics through in-person recruiting, printed media and social media

engagement. 

New Campus Brand Ambassadors and deadCenter’s employees will utilize all promotional materials to increase awareness on each college

campus as mentioned in tactic one.

Utilize social media tactics to promote student discounts, freebies and events to students.

#MoreThanFilm.



April 1, 2020 from 7-10 p.m. at Oklahoma State University (Stillwater, Oklahoma). 

April 15, 2020 from 7-10 p.m. at the University of Tulsa (Tulsa, Oklahoma). 

We will open this event to students enrolled at the following surrounding college campuses: Oral Roberts University (Tulsa, Oklahoma)

and Rogers State University (Claremore, Oklahoma). 

Students at ORU and RSU are invited to travel to TU for Coming to a U Near You hosted on campus by deadCenter. 

April 29, 2020 from 7-10 p.m. at the University of Oklahoma (Norman, Oklahoma). 

We will also open this event to students enrolled at the following surrounding college campuses: Oklahoma City University (Oklahoma

City, Oklahoma) and Oklahoma Baptist University (Shawnee, Oklahoma). 

Students at OCU and OBU are invited to travel to OU for Coming to a U Near You hosted on campus by deadCenter. 

Coming to a U Near You is an exclusive, campus-wide event featuring a movie showing presented by deadCenter on select Oklahoma

university campuses. DeadCenter’s Campus Brand Ambassadors will be responsible for overseeing and coordinating with the University

regarding event details. Our team chose to host Coming to a U Near You at three select Oklahoma universities for their high recognition and

large student populations. Each university has film related on-campus organizations for deadCenter to partner with for these events. Campus

Brand Ambassadors on all six campuses will act as liaisons between deadCenter and these student organizations to plan, promote and

execute the Coming to a U Near You event.

 

 DeadCenter Film Festival 2020 will be Coming to a U Near You at the following universities:

21

Coming to a U Near You 
Tactic Three

#UNearYou



All Campus Brand Ambassadors will be responsible for promoting this event to their peers across

campus through presentations, posters, flyers, emails, social media engagement and word-of-

mouth. Campus Brand Ambassador’s utilization of their personal social media accounts and

person-to-person promotion will drive traffic to all deadCenter social platforms where students

can vote on which movie they would love to see on their campus. 

 

Votes will be collected through social media polls across deadCenter’s Facebook, Instagram and

Twitter accounts to determine which movie will be shown on each campus. The hashtags

#UNearYou, #MoreThanFilm and #StudentsChoice will be trending throughout the event’s

planning, promotion and execution. Students attending Coming to a U Near You will be

responsible for bringing their own food/drink, chairs and blankets to use during the event. Our

priority is to reserve open outdoor areas on each campus to host this event. DeadCenter will

provide optional food truck services or pizza delivery for students to enjoy as well as a 20-foot

inflatable screen to project the film.

22



Create short presentations to expose college students, campus organizations and

universities to deadCenter Film Festival 2020. If approved, presentations could be

given during students’ classes, club meetings, etc. 

Utilize informational booths (tabling) on campus to distribute flyers, koozies, stickers

and other promotional items.

Engage college students through networking opportunities at on-campus events.

Provide content such as announcements, articles, stories and photographs for campus

media (i.e. radio, newspaper, social media).

Plan and execute deadCenter promotional events to engage and encourage college

students to participate in deadCenter Film Festival 2020.

Utilize personal social media accounts to expose, engage and steward a relationship

between deadCenter and college students (i.e. sharing posts about upcoming events,

student discounts, sponsors and general festival awareness).

23

Campus Brand Ambassadors
Roles of



Social Media Campaign
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Strategic Message

25

DeadCenter is a place seeking to provide new experiences as much as a place for people to enjoy the films

they love.                             will expose college students to deadCenter Film Festival 2020 by traveling to

different campuses and highlighting the reasons why attending deadCenter is an unforgettable experience.

DeadCenter Film Festival 2020 is for more than the individuals exclusive to the film industry. DeadCenter

is for the film lover, creative enthusiast and spontaneous experiencer. Coming to a U Near You will utilize

deadCenter’s social media and Campus Brand Ambassadors to bring deadCenter Film Festival 2020

directly to the college student.  

 

Our team believes that consistency across all social media platforms as well as utilization of Campus Brand

Ambassador’s personal social media accounts is imperative to gaining the attention of college students.

The use of the eye emoji � will be implemented by deadCenter, Campus Brand Ambassadors, Coming to a

U Near You attendees and festival-goers on social media in conjunction with the hashtags 

 

#MoreThanFilm

#deadcenter�, #deadcenter2020�  and #MoreThanFilm.

#UNearYou, 



Social Media Campaign

DeadCenter’s Celebrity guests and Campus Brand Ambassadors across all Oklahoma universities involved in the program

will flood the organization’s social media endeavors. This will be executed through celebrities and ambassadors’ efforts to

vibrantly express and generate excitement around deadCenter Film Festival 2020. For one day, a celebrity guest or

Campus Brand Ambassador will have full reign of deadCenter’s Instagram and Snapchat stories to create increased

exposure in conjunction with pre-existing promotion on the celebrities or ambassadors’ personal accounts. With the social

media takeover, a large amount of promotion will be contained in a short amount of time, highlighting a sense of thrill and

intrigue that is mirrored by deadCenter Film Festival. 

College students are highly receptive to short video clips and teasers on social media. Footage from past festivals that

encompass deadCenter’s activities, community and overall image will capture the attention of college students and

provide a strong illustration of how the festival is #MoreThanFilm. Teasers of past films shown at the festival will be

posted on deadCenter’s social media platforms to give college students a reason to be excited about the film aspect of

the event. If teasers are shared across deadCenter’s social media accounts and shared by Campus Brand Ambassadors,

there will be an increased exposure and interest of college students in and around the innovative, independent films

shown at deadCenter Film Festival 2020.

26
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Social Media Takeover (Celebrities & Student Ambassadors)



Sponsors and Cross-Promotion
DeadCenter has a large, reputable list of existing sponsors that emphasize the prestige of the festival. By

sharing deadCenter’s sponsors across social media platforms, awareness of the festival’s credibility will

reach college students. This effort to highlight sponsors will improve college students’ perception of

deadCenter. Promotion of sponsors will include posts acknowledging and thanking them for their

contributions to deadCenter. 

 

By promoting deadCenter’s sponsors across social media on a consistent basis, these sponsors will be

encouraged to share deadCenter’s posts and, in turn, generate traffic on the festival’s various accounts. 

A number of deadCenter’s sponsors are prominent organizations with significant reach. Content about

deadCenter’s sponsors will encourage them to engage with the posts and increase exposure on social

media. Also, deadCenter will use social media to implement intentional cross-promotion with its sponsors.

This would include agreements with sponsors to share and engage with deadCenter’s content as well as

post their own content. Organizing cross-promotion on social media with sponsors such as Fuzzy’s Tacos

or The Jones Assembly will effectively reach college students and further the image of deadCenter Film

Festival as #MoreThanFilm.
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Student Discounts
College students will receive a special discount for attending deadCenter Film Festival 2020 when

they register with their university email. The discount given to college students will be 20 percent

off for day passes or 30 percent off the full festival packages. Promo codes, giveaways and limited

discounts will also be provided as an extra incentive to attend. College students are constantly

worried about budgeting and providing financial support to be successful while they complete

their education. By providing exclusive student discounts, deadCenter communicates its

consideration of the disadvantages to college students’ commitments that potentially come with

attending the festival. This also communicates how much deadCenter believes college students

need to experience deadCenter Film Festival 2020.
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Budget Totals
Category Units Cost

$18,114.12

$4,880.00

$1,348.00

$9,496.00

$2,390.12

#MoreThanFilm Budget Total

Coming to a U Near You Budget Total

deadCenter Social Media Budget Total

#MoreThanFilm Merchandise Budget Total

Printed Materials Budget Total
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Budget Breakdown

Category

A-Frames 24

Flyers

Units Cost

Posters

Event Banners

Stickers

3000

200

14

1000

$1,800.00

$110.08

$382.18

$97.86

$440.00
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Category

Koozies 700

Giveaway T-Shirts

Units Cost

Ambassador T-Shirt

Social Media Ads

Hootsuite

1000

82

Optional

1 Year

$812.00

$6,697.00

$737.00

$1,000.00

$348.00

Popsockets 100 $810.00



Category Units Cost

Josh's SnoCones

Roxy's Ice Cream Truck

Big Truck Tacos

Andolini's Food Truck

Curty Shack Stand

300

300

300

300

300

$450.00

$900.00

$900.00

$900.00

$900.00

Pizza Hut Catering 300 $480.00

Inflatable Movie Screen 1 $350.00
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Twitter
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Instagram Feed
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Instagram

Post
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Facebook



Email
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Print Media
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Flyers
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4.1 // 4.15 // 4.29



Campus

A-Frame
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Event

Banner
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Merchandise

Giveaway T-Shirts
53



Merchandise

Ambassador T-Shirt Logo
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Merchandise
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